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Recent events in the cryptocurrency industry have been dominated by the mainnet deployment of
the Aptos blockchain and the associated airdrop. The airdrop recipients have been able to get free
cryptocurrency despite the widespread debate surrounding the tokenomics and token distribution.

You’re disappointed that you missed the APT airdrop from Aptos, right? Never fear. At least five very
promising projects are considering doing airdrops in the near future. We’ll fill you in on which
projects are qualified and what you need to do to maximize your chances of being selected for the
airdrop.
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1.ZetaChain
The ZetaChain project is the first one that may hold an airdrop. On August 10, a layer-1 blockchain
built with the Cosmos SDK was live for testing.

 

ZetaChain intends to be an omnichain decentralized application (dApp) that interacts with a wide
variety of blockchains. These networks range from Layer-1 blockchains like Ethereum and Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) to Layer-2 solutions like Polygon and Optimism.

 

ZetaLabs’ first production dApp was an omnichain swap that allowed users to transfer value
between different blockchain networks. ZETA points can be earned by participating in asset swaps,
recruiting new members, and reporting bugs on the testnet. The points available for various
activities are listed below. These are the steps you need to take to gain ZETA points:
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ZETA Point rules. Source: Medium.com

 

Creating a testnet wallet and requesting tokens from a faucet are the initial steps in participating in
the testnet. It is possible to begin exchanging assets after the wallet has been verified. Currently, we
are using the ETH Goerli testnet, the Polygon Mumbai testnet, and the BSC testnet for our beta
testing.
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2.SUI
The SUI blockchain, along with Aptos, is one of the most talked-about cryptocurrencies right now.
Former Meta staffers established SUI, and like Aptos, they are working on a proof-of-stake layer 1
blockchain using Diem’s MOVE programming language.

 

Despite the fact that SUI stopped accepting new validators at the end of August for the incentivized
testnet, there is still a chance of an airdrop because SUI should be interested in increasing the
network’s liquidity.
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Due to the lack of current information, it is suggested that interested parties keep an eye out for
similar projects, such as DEXs on SUI, and follow the project on Medium, Twitter, and Discord. The
SUI wallet is already available as a Chrome extension.

 

The SUI token on the testnet is another viable option. You may get it very easily from any platform
that has a built-in sink. The BlueMoveNFT option is a good one. In terms of Aptos and SUI’s multi-
chain NFT marketplaces, this project is already at the forefront.

 

How to get #Sui (by @Mysten_Labs) testnet token?

If you want to experience projects on Sui Ecosystem (for future #Airdrops maybe�), then
having SUI testnet token is essential

This topic will cover ways to get it. Let's go.

And pls like, RT and comment below �#SuiEcosystem pic.twitter.com/qyzQhEEByr

— Sui Station (@Sui_Station) October 10, 2022

 

Soon, the Twitter account @SUI Station will release a comprehensive list of airdrops available within
the Sui Ecosystem.
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3.zkSync
 

zkSync is a potential third choice. Using zkSync testnet dapps could be your best hope for receiving
airdrop tokens. Users will first need to set up an RPC setup before they can proceed. One simple
method is to connect your wallet to the testnet at https://chainlist.org.

 

In the following thread, an anonymous Twitter user has provided numerous examples of how to use
the zkSync testnet and associated dApps.
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4.Layer Zero
Layer Zero is the fourth possible selection. This work constitutes an omnichain interoperability
protocol, a mechanism for achieving interoperability between blockchains for the purpose of
developing cross-chain applications through the use of a simple messaging system.

For one thing, participating in the free testnet may make you eligible for an upcoming airdrop. Some
of the bridges that can be tried out are the USDC Layer Zero Bridge and the Liquid Swap Bridge.

Stargate Finance, on the other hand, provides a fascinating prospect. Sequoia Capital, PayPal
Ventures, FTX Ventures, Andreessen Horowitz, Coinbase Ventures, Tiger Global, Uniswap Labs, and
other investors have led the charge in raising $135 million for the liquidity transmission protocol.

The goal is to join the Stargate Finance DAO as a voter. To do so, they must first acquire some
Stargate Finance Token (STG) on Uniswap or another mainnet exchange and stake it.

This entitles them to a say in any future governance suggestions made by Stargate Finance. You
have a good probability of receiving an airdrop if you are a Stargate Finance DAO voter. Here you’ll
find extensive guidance on how to do something.
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5.Quai Network
One final option is Quai Network. By combining multiple blockchains into one, the Quai Network is
able to achieve very high throughputs at the layer 1 level.

The project keeps a social media rewards program on several social sites like Twitter, YouTube, and
Reddit to encourage early community interaction. Airdrops are most likely to be distributed to
engaged community members.
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They launched a Network Social Media Reward system

READ carefully as there are all the instructions on how to get
rewardedhttps://t.co/rTfoMqDNJ7

— selachi.eth (�,�) (@selachi667) October 19, 2022

 

Meanwhile, after being listed yesterday on every major exchange, Aptos’ APT token is moving
sideways.

 

APT trading sideways after launch. Source: Tradingview
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